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Abstract

A theoretical model for the appearance of RF-sheaths is developed to see if this can
explane the expected lower heating efficiencies of the new A2 antennae at JET. The
equations are solved numerically. A general method for evaluation of the experimental
data of the heating efficiencies of the new antennae at JET is developed and applied for
discharges with and without the bumpy limiter on the D antenna.



1. Introduction

Thermonuclear fusion is the process in which hot light nuclei merge into heavier ones
and thereby releases nuclear energy. This is achieved by heating the plasma so the
ions will have sufficiently high temperature that the kinetic energy is high enough to
penetrate the Coulomb barrier. The most probable process DT, requires a temperature
of Tj ^ 5keV. For such a temperature, the hydrogen is completely ionised and the
hydrogen ions and electrons form a plasma, which can be confined by a magnetic field.
The principal construction of the most common fusion device, a Tokamak, is shown in
figure 1.1.

A common method of heating plasmas is to launch RF-waves with the gyro frequency
of the ions. This heating method is called Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (iCRI-l). A
RF-antenna is basically a current strap in a box. A Faraday screen is placed in front of
the strap facing the plasma to minimize the parallel electric wave field coupling. The
Faraday screen is made of a conducting material with slots to let the electro-magnetic
wave parallel to the slots pass through. A schematic picture of the antenna is shown in
figure 1.2.

At the European fusion experiment, Joint European Torus (JET), the plasma is partly
heated by four RF-antennae. In 1992-94, the 2 strap antennae were replaced by 4 strap
antennae. The new antennae at JET were found to have a lower heating efficiency
for low toroidal modes than earlier ones. The earlier antennae had nearly the same
efficiency independent of the phasing, while the heating efficiencies of the new antennae
strongly depend of the phasing [1|. The physical reason for the lower heating efficiencies
of the new antennae is unknown. One explanation could be appearance of RF-sheath
potentials in the plasma in front of the Faraday screen, where the energy is deposited
around the antenna. It was proposed that a limiter would improve the heating efficiency
of the antenna. To test this idea a limiter was inserted on one of the antennae.

In the first part of this report, we develop a model for the RF-sheaths as an extension
of a previous model developed by Perkins [2| and solve the equations numerically. In
the second part, we describe a general method for analysis of the heating efficiency and
apply the method on JET discharges with and without the limiter.
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Figure 1.2 The antenna housing with the Faraday screen in front to minimize
the parallel electric wave field coupling.



2. A model for RF-sheaths

A model for impurity generation by icilll antennae have been developed by Perkins [2|.
The plasma near the Faraday screen is considered to follow a magnetic flux line. The
case of the flux line connecting between two neighbour screen elements in the Faraday
gap is treated Iti the paper.

In the extension of this model, a more general model could be developed as an expla-
nation of the lower heating efficiencies of the new 4 strap JET antennae, whose principal
construction is shown in figure 2.1.

We assume the plasma to follow a magnetic flux line in front of the antenna. We
solve the Vlasov equations (2.2) and (2.3) separably for each type of flux tube. The
equations are solved by the BACCHUS code [3], which has been modified to solve the
Vlasov equations along a flux tube. This will give us a large number different flux tubes
with different parameters. There are the ones spanning just one gap [2j. There are also
flux tubes spanning several gaps and straps [4]. Flux tubes with parts outside of the
antenna exists as well as flux tubes connecting the Faraday screen and the limiter. We
need to know the densities, temperatures and the static and oscillating electric and
magnetic fields in front of the antenna. The diffusion of particles across the different
flux tubes also has to be examined.

If we know all the input parameters, we could solve the equations for a number of
representative flux tubes. The energy of the ion hitting the walls at the end of the
flux tube will be absorbed and the heating power of the antenna will be reduced. To
calculate the power P deposited into the walls, we solve the equations for the flux tubes
and integrate the results over the flux tubes

P = j Pv(x,y,z)dS (2.1)

where § is the surface formed by the end points of the flux tubes and Py is the power
deposition calculated from the Vlasov equations. It would also be of interest to compare
the energy deposited onto the walls by the ions and electrons, with the experimentally
efficiencies for the different phasings of the JET antennae (see section 4.4).

We will discuss the equations for the flux tubes below. In section 2.1, we will discuss
the equations of the flux tubes across one gap in detail. The special treatment of the
gap problem is in order to compare the results obtained with the modified BACCHUS
code for solving the Vlasov equations to those obtained by Perkins.

The physics of the flux tubes is described by the Vlasov equations. Let / denote the
electron density and gi denote the density of different ion species. The Vlasov equations
for the flux tubes are

df df qe\e\Edf
-dt+vd^+-^r^=s^v-t) (2-2)

dgi dgi , gu\e\Edgi > , ,
— + u — H — = 5,v (x, v, t) (2.3)
at ox mu av
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Figure 2.1 The principal construction of the RF-antennae at JET. The thick lines are
a few examples of the possible flux tubes

where |e|, is the electron charge, qe, ine and Te are the charge state, mass and temper-
ature of the electrons and qn, mu a nd Tu are the charge state, mass and temperature
of the ion of the /:th species. S is the source term arising from diffusion from the
surrounding plasma and from sputtering of impurities. The sputtering is a function of
the energy of the ions hitting the walls.

2.1 Motion in a Faraday gap

Perkins1 model does not treat the motion along a magnetic field line, but motion in the
shortest way across a gap. The only difference from motion along a magnetic field line
is the introduction of a efficient mass m*e for the electrons.

The potential V in the gap between two Faraday screen elements can roughly be
expressed as

N
(2.4)

where Vtt is the potential drop over the whole antenna and N is the number of Faraday
elements.

The crucial point in the model, is the missalignment angle between the Faraday screen
and the magnetic field line. Let 9 denote the missalignment angle between the Faraday
screen and the magnetic field line. The equation of motion for electrons near the screen
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Figure 2.2 The geometry of the magnetic field line in front of the
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Figure 2.3 Electron density with immobile ions. The field from the
antenna makes a bouncing box out of electron density between the
walls.

along a magnetic field line becomes

dv\\
me—

]1 = eEsm{0) sa eE6

where E is the electric field across the gap. We introduce an efficient mass

m<- = w
for the electrons moving in the direction of the gap (.r-dircction) since

dt
dv\\ dvu

dt dt

The equation of motion in the .^-direction becomes

(2.5)

(2.C)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The geometry is shown in figure 2.2. The field E is directed in the .^-direction and the
Faraday screen slots are in the ^-direction. The y-direction points from the screen into
the plasma.

Since the ions arc much heavier than the electrons, even with the efficient mass 77?.*.
the ions can be modeled as immobile, while the electrons bounce back and fourth
between the walls, as shown in figure 2.3. The electrons hitting the walls are lost, and
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a static field confining the electrons will be created and accelerate the ions towards the
walls. When the ions hit the walls, impurities will be sputtered out into the plasma.

It is further assumed that

Qi =

(2.9)

(2.10)

and that the only ion specie is deuterium.
S is the source term from the diffusion in y-direction into the screen gap from the

surrounding plasma. S is defined as

So = - / vg(x = 0,i»)dv + / vg(x = £,v)

—oo

Se = Si =

dv

/o[l-cos(27rx'/£)]c/3,-'V2^ exp

(2.H)

(2.12)

where t is the width of the gap. Notice that So is the total flux of ions into the walls.
The electric field E in the gap is

7(i) p(x') dx' - j [ \ - "-pj p(x') dx (2.13)

where

00 OO

/ (]{x,v)dv- I f(x,v)dv

-oo

(2.14)

The above equations are numerically solved in chapter 3 by a modified version of the
BACCHUS code. In order to assess the code we compare the results to those of Perkins.



3. Solving the equations numerically

The Vlasov equations (2.2) and (2.3) for a flux tube were solved numerically by linear
finite elements. This was done by modifying the BACCHUS code |3|, which solved a
Fokker-Plank equation in a 2D velocity space. The code was originally developed to
calculate the velocity distribution during Lll-hcating [5|. The modified code solves, as
a code evaluation, the Perkins' model |2), but could easily be adapted to solve the flux
tubes for the extended model presented in chapter 2.

3.1 The linear finite elements method

The linear finite elements method of solving differential equations is to approximate
the function f(x) with a pieccwise linear function /(re). The interval (xa,Xb) is splitted
into 7 i - l intervals defined by n points given by :EJ. Let us introduce a finite base tp,-.
such that the base functions (pi are linear

'0 i f a < s j - i
a '~J '~' if av_ i < .T < xi

r _ ! i a _ \ix-<v.'
 (3J)

0 if x :

The base consists of local triangles as shown in figure 3.1. The linear approximated
function / can be evaluated in the base (pi(x)

where x 6 {xa-.Xb) and // = /(:c,-). The base is almost orthogonal since

C

/ tpi(x)ipii{x) dx = 0 for \i - i'\ > 1 (3.3)

o

The next step is to transfer the differential equation into a variational form. Let us
consider the following differential equation

where :/; £ (xa-.xi,). Since equation (3.4) is true for every t and x, we can rewrite the
equation as

16 Xb

l'v(x)?tdx= I v(x)C[f(x))dx (3.5)
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Figure 3.1 The ID base function <Pi{x). Here are a;,_i = 1, xt = 2
and Xj+i = 3. The Xj are always arranged as xi = xa, xn = xt,,
X\ < Xn < • • • < Xj < • • • < X,,.

where v(x) is an arbitrary function with the same boundary conditions as f(x). Rewrite
the right hand side of (3.5) as

XI,

" * •

) ^ + v(x)c(x)f(x)Sj dx

Secondary derivatives of / can be eliminated by integration by parts. The integration
by parts will require known boundary conditions.

Set v{x) — <fk(x) and approximate the function / and v in the finite elements base tpi.
Assume further that the boundary term vanishes

v{x)a{x)Cg\ = 0 (3.7)
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This will give us the following equation

(3-8)

= t f (dBdB l )
Since k is arbitrary, we will get an ordinary system of linear equations

n n

This system can be solved with Gaul? elimination. Since the base tpi is almost orthog-
onal (see equation (3.3)), the matrices A and B will be tridiagonal, and the equation
system (3.9) will be easy to solve.

The time discretization in the BACCHUS code is done in a semi-implicit way

A(fn+l~In)=B[fn+l6 + fn(l-6)] (3.10)

where 5 ranges from 0 (explicit) to 1 (fully implicit). This could be written as

•A/n+i = 3 / n (3.11)

where

A = A-BAt6 and B = A + BAt{l - 6) (3.12)

3.2 Modifications to the code

The BACCHUS code is written in FORTRAN and designed to run on a CRAY computer for
calculating the distribution function in the variables v\\ and v± through linear finite ele-
ments. The code was modified to solve equation (2.2) and (2.3) on a Sun Sparcstation.
A few test runs were also made on a CRAY Y - M P / 5 6 4 at NSC.

3.2.1 The base functions and boundary conditions in the 2D phase space

The distribution function in the ID flux tubes are described by a 2D phase space in x
and v. We will solve the equations for a bounded 2D mesh in {x,v). Let us define the
bounded region T>

D = { x, v | 0 ̂  x ̂  L vb_ ^ v ̂  vb+ } (3.13)

which has to be sufficiently large for no relevant physics to occur outside of the region D.
To be able to resolve the relevant length an irregular mesh was used. The density of
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5 0

Figure 3.2 The 2D base function (fij{x, v). Here are &•;_! = 2,
xi+i = 4, Vj-i = 7, vj = 8 and Wj+i = 9.

= 3,

the mesh points are described by a weight function Wm accumulating the points at the
edges.

We also need a 2D finite element base in T>. Let (pi(x) and (pj{v) denote the base
functions in the z- and v-direction respectively, which are combined to a 2D base
function

(3.14)

The base functions in the a; and w-directions are triangles and therefore, ipij has the
shape of a pyramid (figure 3.2).

The matrices A and B defined by equation (3.9), will have a slightly different form
in the region D. To be able to handle a 2D problem with matrices, we need to rewrite
it to a ID problem. This is easily done, since all dimensions are finite. Let the new f^
be

Ik = lij where k = (i - 1) • nj + j (3.15)

where ?ij is the number of points in the w-direction. Let A® denote the tridiago-
nal matrix in equation (3.9) for a fixed /y}.{x)ipk{x)dx, Af denote the tridiagonal
matrix for a fixed f ipi-{x)ipk+i{x) dx and AJ denote the tridiagonal matrix for a
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fixed j(pk(x)tpk-\(x)dx. A will have the form

(A* A\

A =

0

A.J
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

\o

A
A3 A
0 A

At
Ai

0

A~k

o

0

At

0 A7 1 * - 3 ^ «

0 A: —2

A +

o

A+Ank-2

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

V-l
A /

(3.1G)

Boundary conditions which cannot be imposed by partial integration, can be introduced
by setting the element Akk — 1 and the rest of the row to zero, and to set CBf^k to
the desired value in equation (3.11). The boundary conditions in the modified code are
imposed in this way.

The boundary conditions for the x-direction will be a "loose end" in the direction of
motion and zero in the other direction. This allows loosing particles moving into the
walls and prevents particles from being dragged out from the boundary. To set the
"loose end" to zero gives numerical instabilities.

f{x,v,t)
i=0, w

= 0 and f(x,v,t) = 0 (3.17)

We need boundary conditions on the mesh in the ^.-direction. The same conditions
as in the x direction, applies to the ^-direction, except for the fact that the mesh has
to be large enough for the density not to reach the boundary. If the density reaches the
border in v direction, the high energy particle will be lost in a non physical way. The
boundary conditions are needed to prevent dragging particles out from the boundary.
The boundary conditions summaries to

f{x,v,t) = 0 and f{x,v,t)
xe,\'-,v=vi,

= 0 (3.1S)

where X+ = { x | qE{x) > 0 } and Al = { x \ qE(x) < 0 }.

3.2.2 Terms in the equation

The source term in equation (2.12), is implemented as a source with an arbitrary weight
function W(x). The total flux of ions into the walls is calculated through

u 00

= — / uf/(a; = 0, u ) c/w + / u(/(.'c = <?, w) C/D (3.19)
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and the weight W(x) is defined as

W{x) = 1-cos

S{x,v) will then be

where

— / '
l0 V rri

and T; is the ion temperature in eV. In the code, SQ is calculated through

« j
Vb+ n,

2,9nijfriij{x — d-,v)vdv

{_ 0 J=1

A better way would be to define an area T>50

fDs0 = { a1, v | -uAi ^ a- or v At ^ £-x}

and calculate So as

s

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

The modification of the BACCHUS code to handle both electrons and ions is made in a
rather time consuming way. Two additional common blocks were added to the original
code. The calculation stop is performed twice with the to additional blocks copied in
and out. Let us denote the electron density by / and the ion density by g.

The electrical field is given by reference [2]

E(x) = - p(x') dx' -J^l-j^j p(x') dx' (3.26)

where

p(*) = y- qig{x.v)dv+ / qef(x,v)dv
—00 - 0 0

(3.27)
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Variable

At
S

xtt

Xb = t

Vb-

Vb+

Vb-

vb+

U)

V(t)
Te

Ti
n

m*
mi

m
Tlj

(Wm)x(x) 1
(Wm)v(v)

Input Value

12-10- l%Vs
0.75
Om

0.01 m
- 4 • 10° m/s (electrons)
4 • 10G m/s (electrons)

- 4 • 105 m/s (ions)
4 • 105 m/s (ions)
2.8274 • 108 rad/s

900cos(wf)V
23 eV
9eV

1 • 10IG m-3

9•10"29 kg
3.3 • 10-27 kg

90
12N

+ ^uexPlo.ooJ ' zucxPlo.ooJ
1

Table 3.1 The parameters to the test of the modified
BACCHUS code

This is calculated in the code as

Pm(x') dx' - j(l - ^ 53 Pm{x') dx

"1,4

(3.28)

where

Pi = —

The electrical field is calculated from the previous time step.

(3.29)

3.2.3 Test of the code

Since the code is solving the same equations as in reference J2], we will compare the
results with those obtained by Perkins. The parameters used are shown in table 3.1.
where N is a free parameter. The other parameters are the same as in Perkins' case I.
The equations are solved for G4iV time steps.
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Figure 3.3 The flux of ions into the wall for the convergence test of
the code. The solid line is the left wall x — 0 and the dotted line is
the right wall x = E

The flux of ions into the walls is shown in figure 3.3. For the case N = 8, there is a
good agreement with Perkins' results. A convergence test was also done and the result
is displayed in figure 3.4. The extrapolated value

So =8.84-102OirT2s-1 (3.30)

can be compared to the same value from Perkins' calculations 5b = 7 • 1020 m~2s~ l.

3.3 Results

A steady state solution was reached for the parameters given in table 3.1 were we used
N = 8 and N = 4. The initial density is uniform in s-direction and a Maxwellian in
•y-direction

f(x,v,t = 0) =n-
exp

g(x,v,t = 0) = n-
exp i)

dvdx

(3.31)

(3.32)

The electrons are bouncing back and fourth between the walls as expected. Figure 3.5
shows the electron density as a function of time and position. The figure is integrated
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0.08 0.09

Figure 3.4 Test of the convergence of the code through the mean of
the sputtering from t = 0.8 s to t = 1.6 s. Points are from N = 1,
Ar = 2, Ar = 4 and N = 8. The last point N -> oo is extrapolated
from the N = 4 and the N = 8 point.

over velocity. The acceleration of ions towards the walls and the sheath layers develop
as expected. This can be seen from the mean value of the ion velocity at the walls.
Let (v){x) be defined as

•C_ + dv

(3.33)

The mean ion velocity (v)(x) for a; = 0, re = t/2 and re = I are shown in figures 3.6. 3.7
and 3.S. From the figures, it is clear that the solution has reached a steady state. The
figures 3.6 and 3.8 recorded 5 mesh points from the actual re = 0 and x — I.

The power P deposited into the walls is calculated as

P==~

9

rniv , /I •dv
(3.34)

The calculated power is shown in figure 3.9. The convergence of the mean power
deposited into the walls is shown in figure 3.10. The the power deposited into the walls
is

P = 7.79 • Iff1 Win" (3.35)
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Figure 3.5 The electron density as a function of x and t. The plot is
integrated over v
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Figure 3.6' (v)(x) recorded 5 mesh points from x = 0
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Figure 3.7 {v)[x) recorded a; = £/2

x10
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Figure 3.8 {v)(x) recorded 5 mesh points from x = C
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Figure 3.9 The calculated power deposited by the ions into the walls
in the gap across two Faraday screen elements. The solid line is the
deposited power at x = 0 and the dashed is the power at x = L

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045
1/N

Figure 3.10 The convergence of the mean of the energy deposited into
the walls from t = 0.8 s to t = 1.6 s. Points are from jV = 2, N = 4
and Ar = 8. The last point N -» oo is extrapolated from the JV = 4
and the Ar = 8 point.
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The flux sputtered into the left, wall is somewhat larger than the flux into the right
wall in figure 3.3. The deposited energy shows the same behavior in figure 3.9. This
could be due to the initialization, but no clear explanation was found.

3.4 Conclusions

A model of impurity release has been developed by Perkins [2j. As an extension to the
Perkins' model a model for RF-sheatliK as an explanation of lower heating efficiencies
of RF-antennae has been developed. The BACCHUS code has been modified to solve the
equations numerically.

The power calculated from just a gap is far to small to explain the power lost in
section 4.4 and therefore the field lines connecting between a Faraday gap cannot be
the whole explanation. The solution for those field lines is also independent of the
phasing and geometry of the antenna. As will be shown in section 4.4, the efficiencies
of the antennae is strongly dependent of the phasing of the antennae. The efficiencies
also depend on the geometry of the antenna, since the old 2 strap antennae at JET did
had an efficiency nearly independent of the phase. The new A2 antennae at JET showed
a large difference in efficiency depending on the phasing.

An extension of the Perkins' model would be to solve the equations for flux tubes
connecting across several gaps and across the current straps as presented in the begin-
ning of chapter 2. This would involve the phasing, but requires a knowledge of the near
electric field and other parameters in front of the screen. A number of representative
flux tubes can be solved with the modified BACCHUS code and the result can be inte-
grated over the surface of the antenna according to (2.1). This will however require
large computers, since the model presently solved by the BACCHUS code requires 22 Mb
of memory and needed a calculation time of 13.8 h on a Sparc Station 10/40. The
extended model would require more resolution and several cases to be solved. An other
model developed by D'Ippolito et. al. invokes a diffusion equation between the different
plasma layers in front of the antenna |4].

It would also be of interest to measure the temperature on the screen of the antennae
and the limiter antennae with different phasings, to see if the missing power is deposited
near the antenna. If the extended model would explain the looses observed at JET. the
screen and the limiter would absorb the power and thereby be heated. It is possible
that the losses are due to some completely different process like for example coaxial
modes and therefore do not locally heat the antennae [6].

NEXT PAGE(S) left BLANK.
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4. Evaluation of Experimental Data at JET

The discharges #34770-34820 and #35060-350S8 with modulation of the RF-power
were studied. These discharges were made after the limiter had been installed on the
D antenna. Two discharges #33277-33278, which were made before the limiter were
installed, were analyzed. The motivation for modulating the RF-powcr, is to find the
heating efficiency for the different phasing of the RF-antennae at JET.

The antennae can be individually phased with an arbitrary phase on each strap. The
heating efficiency and coupling resistance depend on the phasing of the antenna. A
high coupling resistance is desirable since high voltage causes arcs and trips. The best
coupling is achieved with the 0000 phasing, but also the OQirn phasing gives a rather
good coupling. The O7rO7r phasing has a low coupling resistance. However, the high
coupling phases for the new antennae have a rather poor heating efficiency, whereas for
the previous antennae they were comparable.

JET has four antennae called A, B, C and D. Each antenna is basically constructed of
2x2 current straps with a Faraday screen in front of the straps as shown in figure 4.1. It
was proposed to introduce a limiter in the center of the antenna to reduce the density
and hence the looses. A density at the screen could lead to impurity release and a
power loss to the walls as described in chapter 2. To test this idea the D antenna was
equipped with a limiter between the second and third strap.

The idea behind the modulation experiments for determining the heating efficiencies
is to fix all parameters but the phasing of one antenna. In the present experiments, the
plasma current Ip = 3 MA and the magnetic field BT = 3 T. The power is held constant
on the A, B and C antenna and pulsed on the D antenna. For these experiments the
RF is operating at the frequency /RF = 52 MHz.

The guidelines of a method of evaluation of the data was proposed by Bures |7|. A
general method described in this chapter and a code in Matlab 4.2C, which estimated
the efficiencies according to the method, was developed at JET and installed at the
RF-division at JET.

4.1 A model of the heating

The equation describing the change of energy in the plasma is

£ = -'
where W is the energy content in the plasma, r is energy confinement time and P is
the power input. P is divided into two parts as follows

P = P t o t = PRF + Pohm (4-2)

where PRF is the heating RF power, Pohm is the Ohmic heating power and r is a function
of P [8]

r oc P" 1 / 2 (4.3)
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Figure 4.1 The new Ao antenna at JET. The figure to the left shows a 3D sketch of the
vacuum vessel and to the right is a cross section of the vacuum vessel
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Variable

PA
PB
Pc
PD N

W
PD + PABC + pohm

PPF Input Name

ICRH/PRFA
ICRH/PRFB
ICRH/PRFC
ICRH/PRFD
MG3/WD2
MG3/YT0

Table 4.1 The input data from JETDATA

The PRF is the heating power in the plasma from the four antennae A. B, C and D.
Each antenna can be differently phased. The heating power is proportional to the
coupled power into the antenna

•* heating power = ^phasing-' coupled (.4.4)

where a is the heating efficiency which depends on the phasing. PRF is a sum of the
contributions from the four antennae

PRF= Y, aiPi <4-5)
j=A,B,C,D

In the relevant modulation experiment, the phase of the A, B and C antenna is set
to OTTOTT. while the phasing of the D antenna varies. PRF then decomposes to

Par = «DPD + 00*0*-PABC where P A BC = P.\ + PB+PC (4.6)

The heating efficiency is determined by modulating the power of the D antenna. The
idea of the modulation experiment is to fix the phase of three of th«. antennae, and
modify the phasing of the fourth one. The parameters of the plasma is h?ld as constant
as possible. The experiments are performed with a small modulation in RF power on a
hot plasma to minimize the effect on re and coupling. The power is held constant on
the A, B and C antenna and modulated with 100% modulation on the D antenna. It is
also on the D antenna the phasing is performed. The A, B and C antenna are phased
i l l 07Tp7T.

4.2 The input data

The discharges #34770-34826 and #35060-35088 have been studied for which the input
data from JETDATA is shown in table 4.1. The data is a set of discrete times £,- and
corresponding (PD);, Wh etc. First we crop the data and discard the irrelevant times.
The times, selected arc from the first time to the last time PABC > 5 • 10°. If there is an
odd number of points, one extra point after the last one is included. We shall denote
the new set as the set of ti with n elements.

A typical modulation experiment is shown in figure 4.2. The derivative dW/dt in the
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X1O° Shot #34772 X1O°

VVVVVWvWpM

V

52 54 56 58
Time (s)(H =52.2712=57.81)

x10"

54 56
Time (s)

? 1

"0.5

wv vvn

52 54 56
Time (s)

Figure 4.2 A typical input from a modulation experiment. The two
top figures show the input power of the A, B and C antenna and the
input power of the D antenna. The bottom figures show the energy
and the first derivative of the energy in the plasma.
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3
I3

1

x 1 0 6

w

Raw signal

/V \
Frequency Spectrum

52 54 56
Time (s)

Filter

10 20
Frequency (Hz)

58 10 20
Frequency (Hz)

x 1 0
6 Filtered signal

54 56
Time (s)

Figure 4.3 A Fourier transform is applied on the signal W and a filter
is multiplied to the Fourier transform of W. The result is inverse
Fourier transformed into a filtered signal.

figure is calculated through

dW
dt

(4.7)

This is much to noisy to do any fitting on. partly because it contains a significant
4 Hz modulation due to sweeping of the plasma strike zones across the divertor plates
to reduce power loading. The signals are therefore filtered. The filter essentially cuts
everything above 4 Hz away and is applied through FFT. The filter's effect on W is
shown in figure 4.3. The filtered version Sj of the signal S is obtained by

where T is the Fourier transform and /(w) is the filter function. The filter is chosen to
be a low pass filter

1
27T-3.75

(4.9)

The derivative of the function S cannot be calculated according to equation (4.7). since

dt dt dt dt (U0)
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x10 Shot #34772
3

_, 2

I

x 10°

50 52 54 56 58
Time(s)(t1=51.97t2=57.65)

. X 1 0 6

-150 52 54 56 58
Time (s)

x10°

50 52 54 56 58
Time (s)

52 54 56
Time (s)

Figure 4.4 A filtered version of a typical modulation experiment dis-
charge.

Instead we use the fact that

and use it so that

Finally, figure 4.4 shows the filtered data.

(4.11)

4.3 Numerical treatment

The first idea was to try to fit both a and T by the least square method. Assuming
that all the antennae are phased in QirOn, the equation would be

(4.13)

where

Ti = oh + (PABc)i\
-1/2
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Now. try to find the (n-o-o-.Ti) that minimizes

]f? (4-15)
n

£
Later on, when we were sure of ao^on-, we could try different phasing of the D antenna
and try to fit with

T,- = T0[aD{PD)i + Oo,0ff(PABc)i + {P0hm)i]~l/2 (4-16)

This turned out to be a rather unpractical way, since the data varied to much. Besides,
if Poiim a n d dW/dt are small, equation (4.15) will approximately be

(
\ ^ 1 n 2

(PABc)i] = — E ( w i ~ T«'a«"f0ff [(PD)I + (Pt\nc)i])
J Ti i=i (4.17

E ( )
Ti J Ti ii (4.17)

The factor to fit will then be « ar. Another problem is that there are offsets in the
experimental data.

4.3.1 Elimination of the experimental offsets and the confinement time

A way to solve the problem with offsets is to form the difference between the input
data. Let T denote the discrete set of input times ti,...,tn. To each element in T.
there corresponds a Wi, {Po)i, etc. Now let

Ta = {ti\(PD)i < 5 - 1 0 5 } (4.18)

and

Tb = {tj \ (PD)j > 5 • 105} (4.19)

Let na and nt denote the number of elements in Ta and Tb- Figure 4.5 shows the sets
Ta and % with corresponding {Po)i-

We can now reformulate equation (4.13) into

and try to minimize

1=1 j=l

This is a way to get rid of all the offsets in the experimental data, except for the offsets
in W. But still, this will not give satisfying accuracy. The solution is to find the pairs
in Tu and %1 that will have almost the same W. In other words, let the set 7o denote

To = {{tutj) I \Wi - Wj\ < 2 • 101, ti 6 Ta, tj G %} (4.22)
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x10 Shot #34772

3.5 54 54.5 55 55.5 56 56.5 57

Figure 4.5 The division of the indata in the sets Ta ( x ) and 71 (o).

and let no denote the number of elements in 7o- T will be almost constant since

T i pj
-1/2 8-'/2

(4.23)

We will now trv to minimize

(4.24)

We can now see why the sets Ta and % arc chosen as they are. The choice will ensure
that the term \P-t — Pj\ 2> |V7,/TJ - WJ/TJ\. We will then significantly decrease the
dependents on r. The pairs (ti,tj) are shown in figure 4.6.

4.3.2 Assumptions

Further assumptions are necessary to solve the problem. Since the form (4.24), does
only weakly depend on T, we can set T to a constant typical value To- We also assume
that the efficiency for the 07r0vr phase is one, giving

T0 = 0.5 (4.25)

(4.26)
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xiO" Shot #34772

53.5 55 55.5
Time (s)

Figure 4.6 The pairs (£;,£./) 6 %•

This will give us the following expression to minimize

(i.j)eTo

- ( —77" ) +OCD(PD)J + [1ABC)j

which can be rewritten into a linear least square problem

||y - Ax\\2 = (y - Ax)L{y - Ax)

A1 Ax = Aly

where

y =

• \

9i - fJj

\ •

x = ax

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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Mean=-0.16sigma=1.78

where

1 •

o •

- 1 •

o . - 2 •

-3

- 4 •

- 5 •

-6

- ->84770

>S4772

534771 >34

•

•

•

i — i —

>84813

>34816 J 6 5 0 $ 5 0 ?

B12

335060

i i—. *

#5083

>85085

535036

>85087

>S5082

1 1 1

10 12 14 16 18

Figure 4.7 A test of the numerical method. We would like the result
to be equal to 1. The solid line is the mean value and the doted lines
are one standard deviation.

We will also demand that

to set sufficient statistics.

50

(4.33)

(4.34)

4.3.3 Test of the method

A good test will be to apply the method on the discharges with 07rfj7r phasing of all the
antennae. We would then expect aô on- = 1. A calculation with the Matlab program
with all the modulation experiments discharges in dipole phasing gives a result shown
in figure 4.7.

Some of the discharges were interrupted by Edge Localized Modes (ELMS). A rather
large spread in a have been seen, however the discharges #35060. #35061, #35082.
#35083. #35085, #350S6, #35087 and #35088 all showed gigantic ELMs, which makes
the numeric to collapse. The discharges #34770, #34771, #34812 and #34813 were
extremely noisy. By removing those discharges, we get a much more well defined result
shown in figure 4.8. That the result is more or less independent of T is shown by the
fact that a run with ro = 1.5 gives the same result.
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Mean=0.97 sigma=0.10

1 •

x34772
35074-

0.8-

i?
o. 0.6

0.4

0.2

x34816

-35064- •

Figure 4.8 By removal of the ELMs and the noisiest discharges, we
get a good agreement with what we expected.

4.4 Results

First we have analyzed the OOnn phasing on the antenna D. The A, B and C antenna
were in OirOiv phase. After taking away the discharges with gigantic ELMs the result is
shown in figure 4.9. The three discharges #34773. #34791 and #35071 deviate consid-
erably from the rest. A number of signals have been examined such as the maximum
electron temperature, the distance to the antenna, the energy, the RF power, the total
radiation, the presence of Ni and the Ho, but no clear correlation could be found. A
possible explanation is a large variation of T between the sets Ta and %. This could for
example be a transition between H-modo and L-mode confinement. The power levels
are close to the H-mode power threshold. Since the assumptions in equation (4.23), were
based on the assumption r a P" 1 / 2 , a large decrease in T would result in an artificially
low ao- This will also explain the dropping in ao for the ELMS, where r « 0. Since
this method assumes that T is the same for the same W through the entire discharge,
we get an incorrect result if T dramatically changes within the discharge. If TJ « 0, we
will still use T — TQ in equation (4.30). This will result in that the term WJ/TQ used in
equation (4.30) is much smaller that the physical correct term WJ/TJ, since r0 » TJ.

The to small term WJ/TQ will give us

Vk = (4.35)

where £ = WJ/TJ — WJ/TQ is a positive error. We then solve the equation

(4.36)
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Mean=0.37 sigma=0.22

1 •

0.8 •
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x34791

x34796

-
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Figure 4.9 The result of the method on the OOTTTT phasing. The
discharges with ELMs are removed.

If we now write cto = a1:>liysical + cv£
; we can identify the terms in the equation (4.36).

Since P; - Pj < 0 and £ > 0. we have a e < 0. This will explain the drop in ao if TJ
decreases. It will also predict that «D increases if TJ increases.

The result from the few monopole 0000 phase discharges is shown in figure 4.10. The
discharge —34788 was in § § § § phasing. The result from the 90° phasing is shown in
figure 4.11. Finally the result of the TTOOTT phasing is shown in figure 4.12.

4.5 Conclusions

A general method for analyzing the heating efficiencies from modulation discharges have
been developed. This method is applied on the JET A2 antennae. The main feature of
this method is the elimination of experimental offsets and T as shown in section 4.3.1.

Since the statistic is limited, it is hard to draw any certain conclusions. The method
demands that T have almost the same dependents of W the entire shot. This is not
true for many cases due for example different kinds of MHD activity an instabilities.
Figure 4.7 shows that only a fraction of the discharges are useful and figure 4.8 shows
that the variation within the useful discharges. Therefore, it is not sufficient to compare
single discharges in different phasing to each other, but we need a number of discharges
to get sufficient statistics.

However, the method developed in this chapter is both well defined and shows a good
agreement with its assumptions. The method also shows agreement with the previous
calculations, although the error bars are rather large.

Figure 4.13 shows results from 007T7T phased modulation experiments before the lim-
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Figure 4.10 The monopole phasing. Discharge #34788 was in
f f f f phasing.
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Figure 4.11 The 90° phasing.
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Mean=1.11 sigma=0.00
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Figure 4.12 The TTOOTT phasing.

iter was placed on antenna D. and figure 4.9 shows the result from the same experiment
with the limiter. If the deviation to the lower efficiency is clue to the effect described
in equation (4.36), we could see a slight improvement in the efficiency in the case with
the limiter.

To be able to tell anything about the efficiency for the other phasing with and without
the limiter, more discharges than the present available modulation discharges have to
be performed and examined.
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Mean=0.42 sigma=0.02

"0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Figure 4.13 The result of the OOTTTT before the limiter. In this case is

and
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